Correct operation of synchronous digital circuits requires propagation delays of all sensitizable paths in the circuit to be smaller than a speci ed limit. Physical defects and processing variations in integrated circuits can a ect the temporal behavior of a circuit without altering the logical behavior. These defects are called delay faults.
Introduction
Correct operation of synchronous digital circuits requires propagation delays of all sensitizable paths in the circuit to be smaller than a speci ed limit ? usually the clock interval. Physical defects in integrated circuits can sometimes degrade circuit performance without altering the logic functionality. These faults are called delay faults.
There are two main delay fault models, namely, the gate-delay model 20] 34] 28] and the pathdelay-model 31] 23]. Under the gate-delay model, the fault delays a transition at a single node in the circuit. Under the path-delay-model, a fault is said to have occurred if the propagation delay along a path in the circuit is greater than the speci ed limit. The two models each have advantages and drawbacks. In the gate-delay model, delay faults resulting from the sum of several small incremental delay defects may not be detected. A drawback of the path-delay model is that if complete pathdelay-fault testing is not performed, delay faults belonging to gates not in the set of tested paths are not detected. Furthermore, most circuits are not completely robustly path delay-fault testable.
Automatic test pattern generators have been proposed for both kinds of delay fault models (e.g.
22], 24], 23], 15], 12])
. In order to have a high degree of con dence in delay tests, it is also valuable that the tests be valid under arbitrary delays in the circuit, and not be invalidated due to hazards (causing glitches in the output). While a high degree of such robust delay-fault coverage is desirable, a number of problems are associated with testing robustly in delay fault models. Due to these relatively stringent design requirements, it appears that an unacceptably large fraction of faults in circuits being designed today are not robustly testable 23] , and the primary focus of this paper is to address this problem.
An obstacle to path-delay-fault testing is the potentially large vector sets required to test each path in robust manner. To address this problem a subset of paths may be chosen. These may include delay critical paths 31] or paths which cover all gates or nets in the circuit 21] .
A remaining important barrier in the practical application of robust delay-fault testing is that robust testing currently requires a more expensive (non-standard) scan structure, such as that described in 24] , and this means that the advantages of robust delay-fault testing must be weighed against the additional cost. Nevertheless, for many applications, quality and reliability are rising in importance and the relative importance of area, particularly in pad-limited designs, is decreasing. Furthermore, research is in progress to develop techniques which will allow the application of robust tests via a standard scan structure.
In order to develop e cient tests for delay faults in a circuit necessary and su cient conditions for testability must be derived and automatic test-pattern generation procedures based on these conditions must be developed. Similarly, in order to design, and especially to synthesize, highly or fully delay-fault testable circuits, one has to completely understand the sources of untestability. Ideally, this also entails the determination of necessary and su cient conditions for delay-fault testability. Synthesis procedures that produce testable logic realizations by satisfying su cient conditions for delay-fault testability can then be based on this understanding. There is often an area/performance overhead associated with these procedures, but an understanding of both the su ciency conditions and the techniques of logic optimization can minimize the overhead by minimally constraining the optimization to achieve full testability.
In this paper we give a comprehensive theoretical framework for the analysis and synthesis of delay-fault testable combinational logic circuits. We provide necessary and su cient conditions for a combinational logic network to be completely robustly path-delay-fault testable. We begin with two-level circuits and give a necessary and su cient condition for robust path-delay-fault testability in terms of the well known concepts of primality, irredundancy and essential vertices. We then apply these notions to multilevel circuits to arrive at a similar condition for multilevel implementations. We generalize these results to multiple-output functions.
Necessary and su cient conditions for robust path-delay-fault testability were given in 23]. These conditions were motivated by the desire to develop automatic test-pattern generation procedures for robust path-delay-faults and were entirely adequate for that purpose. On the other hand these conditions do not bring to light any global circuit properties latent in robust path-delay-fault testable circuits and as a result using these conditions we found it di cult to show how robust path-delay-fault testability is retained by non-trivial circuit transformations. We show that algebraic factorization 2] retains the path-delay-fault testability of a two-level circuit.
We then switch our focus to the less stringent gate-delay-fault model. We give a necessary and su cient condition for two-level and multilevel functions to be completely robustly gate-delay-fault testable. We show that constrained algebraic factorization is required to retain complete gate-delayfault testability beginning from a two-level network.
In summary, for each of the common models of delay-fault testability, robust gate-delay-faults and robust path-delay-faults, we provide necessary and su cient conditions for complete testability under that model for two-level circuits. We describe these in terminology common to two-level minimization and show their relationship to properties produced by two-level minimizers. We then show similar conditions for multilevel networks. Where convenient we deal with the synthesis issues involved in realizing the delay-fault testable networks, but in general synthesizing completely robust pathdelay-fault testable for both two-level and multilevel circuits, and robust gate-delay fault testability for multilevel circuits, requires a sophisticated orchestration of logic optimization and technology mapping techniques. We therefore defer a full treatment of these to a companion paper 9] and a preliminary version of the results of that paper has been published 7].
Basic de nitions are presented in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we deal with path and gatedelay-fault testability of two-level circuits, respectively. Conditions for path and gate-delay-fault testability in multilevel implementations are the subject of Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Preliminary experimental results are presented in Section 8.
Related Work
Because of the sense of growing importance of delay-fault testing there has been a great deal of recent research activity on the delay-fault model and we will only discuss that work that directly relates to synthesis procedures. In 4] conditions for robust testing in the stuck-open fault model are examined and circuit transformations that enhance testability in that model are given. A synthesis procedure for ensuring multifault testability is given in 14]. The determination of necessary and su cient conditions for nonrobust, adjacency gate-delay-fault testability are given in 13], i.e. conditions for gate-delay-fault testability with the constraint that the applied vector pair di er in a single bit.
The path-delay-fault model was introduced in 31] and a number of properties relating to pathdelay-faults are stated there. Design procedures that guarantee completely robustly path-delayfault testable, multilevel circuits using unate decomposition techniques from two-level circuits were presented in 18, 19] . A heuristic procedure targeting the removal of reconvergent fanout structures to enhance path-delay-fault testability was given in 29] and a more deterministic procedure for removing untestable path-delay-faults was presented in 27]. Preliminary versions of this work were presented in 10] and in 6]. A similar line of work was independently pursued in 26] where necessary and su cient conditions for general robust path-delay-fault testability are derived. Using these derived conditions an extended algebraic factorization procedure is shown to retain general robust pathdelay-fault testability. The general robust path-delay-fault model is less restrictive than the robust path-delay-fault model because it does not require single event sensitization.
De nitions and Notation
Analysis and synthesis of delay-fault testable circuits requires spanning the elds of logic optimization, testing and timing analysis. In this section we try to provide a minimal amount of terminology from these elds.
Logic Synthesis
A Boolean function F of N variables is a mapping from B N = f0; 1g N ! f0; 1g. We model B N as a Binary N-cube. A vertex v 2 B N for which F(v) = 1 is a member of the ON-set. If F(v) = 0 then v is a member of the OFF-set.
A literal is a Boolean variable or its complement. We formally de ne a cube as a set of literals and we interpret the cube as a product of literals. For example fa; b; cg is a cube, interpreted as a b c which may be abbreviated to abc. A minterm is a cube in which every variable in the Boolean function appears. We may interpret the minterm as a vertex in the N-cube.
Minterms and cubes may be used to represent the values of a set of input variables: e.g. xyz is shorthand for x = 1; y = 0; and z = 1. In this way there is a natural correspondence between an input vector or input stimulus, a minterm and a vertex in the N-cube. This correspondence may be extended to cubes where unspeci ed values in the function are assumed to be unde ned values.
Thus, if a circuit C has inputs v; w; x; y; z then applying the cube xyz to C is shorthand for applying v = X; w = X; x = 1; y = 0; and z = 1. (Here X denotes an unknown value.) We de ne the distance between a cube q and a cube r as the cardinality of the set: flj(l 2 q)^(l 2 r)g. For example, the distance between abc and abc is 1; the distance between ab and abc is 0; and the distance between bcdef and abcf is 1.
Following the historical usage we de ne a cover as a set of cubes and we interpret the cover as a sum-of-products expression. For example ffa; b; cg; fd;e; fgg is a cover, interpreted as abc + def. We say that a cube q covers a cube (or vertex) r if q r. If a cube q covers only ON-set vertices of a Boolean function F then q is called an implicant of F. A relatively essential vertex of a cube q in a cover C is a vertex that is covered by q and is not contained in any other cube in C.
Testing
A Combinational Logic Circuit is represented as a labeled, directed, acyclic graph (dag) G = (V; E) with each vertex v labeled with the name of a primitive gate such as and, or or not, or with the name of a primary input or output. In general, a combinational logic circuit can be created from gates of arbitrary complexity, but to simplify the discussion we assume that the circuit is expressed in terms of primitive gates. There is an edge < u; v > in V between two vertices if the output of the gate associated with u is an input to gate v. The members of V that have no fan-in are the only vertices that may be labeled with the name of a primary input. The members of V that have no fan-out are the only vertices that may be labeled with the name of a primary output.
If the output of a gate, g 1 , is connected to an input of gate, g 2 , g 1 is a fanin of g 2 . Gate g 2 is a fanout of gate g 1 .
A two-level circuit is a circuit directly implementing a cover by implementing each product term by an and gate, the sum term by an or gate, adding inverters on inputs as needed. We consider only non-trivial two-level circuits in which no and gate is fed both by a signal and its complement (e.g. a a).
A single-output combinational logic circuit computes a Boolean function in the obvious way. An N input M output combinational logic circuit computes a vector-Boolean function from B N ! B M .
As we will be dealing primarily with combinational logic circuits in this paper, we will use circuit to mean combinational logic circuit.
A circuit C is completely single-stuck-at-fault testable if for each stuck-at fault f there exists an input stimulus t such that the output of the circuit on applying t in the presence of f is di erent from the output of C without the fault f. Completely multiple-stuck-at-fault-testable can be de ned similarly. If a single fault is stuck-at-1 untestable then the edge (net) in the circuit associated with that fault can be replaced by a constant 1. Similarly if a single fault is stuck-at-0 untestable then the edge (net) in the circuit associated with that fault can be replaced by a constant 0.
For a fuller treatment of testing terminology, see 3] 11].
Timing/Delay Testing
In this section we introduce terminology that will allow us to discuss timing issues as well as fault models for temporal behavior. We will introduce a number of terms, but hopefully the resultant clarity regarding the concepts will be worth the price. A path in a combinational circuit is an alternating sequence of vertices and edges, fg 0 ; e 0 ; :::; g n ; e n ; g n+1 g, where edge e i , 1 i n, connects the output of vertex g i to an input of vertex g i+1 . For 1 i n, g i is a gate; g 0 is a primary input and g n+1 is a primary output. Each e i is a net.
An event is a transition 0 ! 1 or 1 ! 0 at a gate. Consider a sequence of events, fr 0 ; r 1 ; :::; r n g occurring at gates fg 0 ; g 1 ; :::; g n g along a path, such that r i occurs as a result of event r i?1 . The event r 0 is said to propagate along the path. If there exists an vector pair such that under appropriate delays in the circuit, an event could propagate along a path, then the path is said to be event sensitizable. If there exists an input vector pair such that under arbitrary delays in the circuit, an event propagates along a path, then the path is said to be single event sensitizable.
A controlling value at a gate input is the value that determines the value at the output of the gate independent of the other inputs. For example, 0 is a controlling value for an and gate. A non-controlling value at a gate input is the value which is not a controlling value for the gate. For example, 1 is a non-controlling value for an and gate. We say a gate g has a controlled value if one of its inputs has a controlling value; otherwise, we say g has a non-controlled value. For the purposes of the discussion here, we restrict our attention to networks comprised of simple gates, since the notion of controlling and non-controlling values for such gates is intuitive. However, this notion can be easily generalized to networks containing complex gates. Let = fg 0 ; e 0 ; :::; g n ; e n ; g n+1 g be a path. The inputs of g i other than e i?1 are referred to as the side-inputs to . Let = fg 0 ; e 0 ; :::; g n ; e n ; g n+1 g be a path in a circuit C. We say that an input vector w sensitizes to a 1 path in C i the value of g n+1 is 1 and for each g i , 1 i n+1, if g i has a controlled value then the edge e i?1 presents a controlling value. Similarly, we say that an input vector w sensitizes to a 0 path in C i the value of g n+1 is 0 and for each g i , 1 i n + 1, if g i has a controlled value then the edge e i?1 presents a controlling value.
We may now observe that for a path in a circuit C to be single event sensitizable (to a 1) it is necessary that there exist a vector pair < w 1 ; w 2 > such that w 1 sensitizes to a 0 the path and w 2 sensitizes to a 1 the path . Moreover, all side-inputs along must have (the same) non-controlling values for both w 1 and w 2 , and at each gate g i along if the value of g i on w 1 was the controlled value then the value of g i on w 2 is the non-controlled value and if the value of g i on w 1 was the non-controlled value then the value of g i on w 2 is the controlled value. Changes on the side-inputs would imply that the path is not single event sensitized, i.e. event sensitized under arbitrary delays.
A circuit has a gate-delay-fault i there is one gate in the circuit such that the output of the circuit is slow to make a 0 ! 1 (or 1 ! 0) even when one or more of the gate's inputs change values.
Each single gate-delay-fault is assumed to be so catastrophic as to cause a delay along any path to any output 20] . In this paper we call a robust test for a gate-delay-fault a test which is valid under arbitrary delays and is not invalidated by glitches, hazards or races.
A circuit has a path-delay-fault i there exists a path from a primary input to a primary output via a set of gates and nets such that a primary input event is slow to propagate along the path to the primary output 31].
In this paper we call a robust test for a path-delay-fault on a path , a test which single event sensitizes and is therefore valid under arbitrary delays and is not invalidated by glitches, hazards or races. Such tests were called restricted delay test pairs in 30] and single-path propagation hazard-free robust tests in 26] . In the latter reference a complete taxonomy of path-delay-fault tests are given. Because we will only be dealing only with robust path-delay-faults we use this abbreviated term without ambiguity. Robust path-delay-fault testability is a most stringent testabilty requirement for a circuit, but it is for this very reason that it poses the greatest challenge, and therefore the greatest interest, for synthesis techniques.
Unless noted otherwise we will assume that a robust test for a delay fault in a circuit C is a vector pair < v 1 ; v 2 > such that C(v 1 ) = 0 and C(v 2 ) = 1. Let the expected transition time on the vector pair be . The application of the vector pair is as follows: Vector v 1 is applied to C and the values on nets are allowed to settle for an arbitrary amount of time. Vector v 2 is then applied to C. At time the output of C is sampled; if the value is 1 then no fault is detected, otherwise a fault is detected. Next, the vector pair < v 2 ; v 1 > is applied to propagate the opposite event along the path and detect faults corresponding to the 1 ! 0 event.
4 Path-Delay-Fault Testable Circuits with Two-level Logic Implementations
Introduction
Of the two delay fault models that we consider, robust path-delay fault testing is the more comprehensive. In this section we focus on path-delay-fault testing in two-level logic circuits. We give necessary and su cient conditions for robust path-delay-fault testability of single-output circuits, and then generalize these results to the multiple-output case.
Conditions for Single-Output Functions
Paths in two-level circuits are very simple. They begin at a primary input, may pass through an inverter, pass through an and gate and nally an or gate. Because of the correspondence between a two-level circuit and a cover, a primary input of a circuit and a literal in a cube, a gate in the circuit and a cube in the cover we will use phrases such as \Let C be a two-level single-output circuit and let be a path in C that starts with literal l in cube q" as shorthand for: \Let C be a two-level single-output circuit implementing cover E and let be a path in C that starts with primary input i and passes through gate g such that i corresponds to literal l in cover E and g corresponds to cube q in cover E". For notational convenience, we denote the value of a circuit C on a vector v by C(v). For example the circuit abc + def evaluates to 1 on the vector abcdef. We denote the Boolean value of a cube q on a vector v by q(v). For example given the cube q = abc, q(abcdef) = 1. Similarly, we denote the Boolean value of a literal l in a cube q on a vector l by q l (v). For example given the cube q = abc, q b (abcedef) = 1.
We now proceed with a lemma that gives a necessary condition for a path in a two-level singleoutput circuit C to be robustly testable. We now give a theorem describing necessary and su cient conditions for a two-level single-output circuit to be robustly path-delay-fault testable. Proof: Necessity: Suppose < w 1 ; v 2 > is a delay-fault test for . Suppose v 2 is not a relatively essential vertex of q. Then there exists a cube d in D such that d(v 2 ) = 1. This implies that the path is not the only path sensitized to a 1 by v 2 . This would imply that is not the only gate that supplies a controlling value to the or gate at the output of the circuit, and this contradicts the de nition of robust path-delay-fault testability. Thus, v 2 is a relatively essential vertex of q.
We now wish to show that while the vector w 1 need not be distance-1 (in literal l) from v 2 , we can always construct a vector v 1 such that v 1 is in the OFF-set distance-1 from v 2 Su ciency: To show that the existence of these vertices is su cient for a delay-fault test to exist for we simply show that these vertices, when applied as a vector pair, constitute a delay-fault test for . After applying v 1 and waiting an arbitrarily long amount of time the circuit output settles to a 0. When v 2 is applied it rst causes the input net associated with l to rise. The other inputs to cube q are set to non-controlling values by both v 1 and v 2 because only l changes in q in v 1 and v 2 . So the event propagates through q to the output of C. Thus these vertices may be used as a delay-fault test for .
The existence of a vector pair < v 1 ; v 2 > as above was also shown to be a su ciency condition for robustly testing pFET TSOP faults at the output gate of an irredundant two-level circuit in the proof of Lemma 2 in 17].
Conditions for Multiple-Output Functions
The conditions of the previous section can be generalized to multiple-output two-level circuits. For multiple-output circuits we have very stringent requirements because we must verify that every path from an input to an output is robustly delay-fault testable. We can contrast this with the ordinary testing requirement that a stuck-at-fault fault is testable at some output. In particular, we require that each literal in each cube of a multiple-output cover be prime in every output, and that the distance-1 requirement between the relatively essential vertex and OFF-set also be satis ed for every output. Lemma 4.2 : Let C be a two-level multiple-output circuit and let be a path in C that starts with literal l in cube q and ends at primary output O. Let Proof: Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1.
We now give a theorem describing necessary and su cient conditions for a two-level multipleoutput circuit to be robustly path-delay-fault testable. Proof: We consider the single-output circuit corresponding to output O in C and apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain the above result.
5 Gate-Delay-Fault Testable Circuits with Two-Level Logic Implementations
Introduction
There exist Boolean functions for which no two-level circuit implementation is robustly delay-fault testable 9]. Gate-delay-fault testability represents an alternative testability criterion for such functions. Independently of one's position regarding the relative merits of gate-delay and path-delay-fault testability, it is interesting to examine the gate-delay-fault model for the additional insight that it gives into circuit properties that are generated and maintained by logic optimization procedures. Therefore, in this section we consider the less restrictive model of gate-delay-faults and develop necessary and su cient conditions for a two-level circuit to be robustly gate-delay-fault testable.
Conditions for Single-Output Functions
We begin with a simple lemma that gives su cient conditions for robust gate-delay-fault testability.
Lemma 5.1 : Let C be a two-level single-output circuit and let g be a gate in C. If a path through g is robustly path-delay-fault testable then g is robustly gate-delay-fault testable.
Proof: Suppose there is a path through g that is path-delay-fault testable. If there is any delay fault associated with g, be it a 1 ! 0 or a 0 ! 1 transition, it is re ected in the delay of for the appropriate event propagating along . Thus any path-delay-fault test for is a gate-delay-fault test for g.
We now derive necessary and su cient conditions directly in terms of the two-level circuit structure. As before, given the direct correspondence between the 0 ! 1 and 1 ! 0 transition gate-delayfault tests, we will concentrate on a single transition fault per gate. Proof: Necessity: We could apply a similar argument to the one used in the proof of Theorem 4.1, but we thought it would be enlightening to see a di erent argument for the same property. Suppose < w 1 ; w 2 > is a gate-delay-fault test for g. The distance of this pair may be great but we will proceed to construct a distance-1 vector pair as in the theorem.
Let S be the set of variables that change from w 1 to w 2 . Let x = flj (l 2 w 2 )^(l; l 6 2 s)g, i.e. let x be the cube resulting from the elimination of all literals in S from w 2 . First, observe that by the arguments of Lemma 4.1 under the appropriate delays on inputs, any vertex covered by x could be reached by applying the pair < w 1 ; w 2 >. This implies that the intersection of x with each d in D = C ? q is empty. If not, then under appropriate delays some vertex covered by another cube in D could be reached and a glitch would occur that invalidates the gate-delay test for q. Hence, what is covered by x? The cube x covers exactly members of the ON-set covered only by q, i.e. relatively essential vertices of q, and members of the OFF-set.
We wish to nd two adjacent vertices in the subspace determined by x, such that one is in the ON-set of C and the other is in the OFF-set. How can these vertices be located? The circuit values appearing on the inputs of C as the vector pair < w 1 ; w 2 > is applied may be visualized as a sequence of vertices forming a path in the Boolean N-space from vertex w 1 and vertex w 2 . Furthermore this path is restricted to be in the subspace determined by the cube x. As vertex w 1 is in the OFF-set and vertex w 2 is in the ON-set, there exist adjacent vertices v 1 and v 2 at some point on the path such that v 1 is in the OFF-set and v 2 is in the ON-set.
Su ciency: Suppose there exists a vector pair v 1 , v 2 such that v 2 is a relatively essential vertex of the cube q associated with g, and there exists a literal l in q such that v 1 = v 2 ? flg flg is in the OFF-set. By Theorem 4.1 this constitutes a robust path-delay-fault test for the path from the input associated with l through g to the output of C. Thus by Lemma 5.1 this constitutes a robust gate-delay-fault test for g.
The above theorem did not explicitly consider the single or gate in the two-level circuit. All paths have to pass through the or gate, and hence a gate-delay-fault at the or gate is also robustly testable, if at least one and gate is robustly testable. This is however, merely a su ciency condition, and not a necessary one. The more general results of Section 7 can be used to determine necessary and su cient conditions for the or gate to be robustly gate-delay-fault testable.
Conditions for Multiple-Output Functions
We generalize the results of the previous section to multiple-output circuits. Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1.
It has been conjectured that primality and irredundancy of a cube in a cover, is su cient for the corresponding gate to be robustly gate-delay-fault testable. This would imply that each prime in the cover contains an relatively essential vertex that is distance-1 from the OFF-set. However, Touati and Watanabe 32] have given a two-level circuit that is prime and irredundant which contains a prime whose only relatively essential vertex is, in fact, distance-2 from the OFF-set. This same function is given as Figure 2-4 in 4] . Thus, as was the case for robust path-delay-fault testability modi ed covering strategies that satisfy necessary conditions for gate-delay-fault testability are required. Such a procedure is presented in 7, 9].
6 Path-Delay-Fault Testable Circuits with Multilevel Logic Implementations
Introduction
While the results derived for two-level circuits were of interest, multilevel circuits are of much greater utility. We therefore wish to extend the results of Section 4 to multilevel implementations and derive necessary and su cient conditions for a multilevel circuit to be robustly path-delay-fault testable.
To aid in our analysis our approach is to use an alternative representation of a multilevel circuit developed by Armstrong 1] called the equivalent normal form or ENF. The ENF of a circuit is a two level representation in which the sensitization conditions for each path is represented by a cube with each literal in the cube annotated by information regarding its path from the primary input of the circuit to the primary output. Similar representations were used in 33] for the analysis of hazards in asynchronous circuits and in 25] for the analysis of transients in circuits. We will de ne ENF more formally below.
Given a combinational circuit C with inputs i 1 ; : : :; i m , outputs o 1 ; : : :; o n and labeled gates g 1 ; : : :; g p , we can construct the ENF for each output o k of C by traversing the circuit forward from the inputs and visiting each gate in topological order. Each time we reach a gate that fans out to more than one destination we duplicate that gate as many times as necessary until each gate has only one fanout. Each duplicated gate retains the label of the original. When the output is reached we have created a dag in which only the inputs have fanout greater than 1. Such a dag is called a leaf-dag. Each complex gate is then translated into path equivalent and gates, or gates and inverters. The next step is to push all inverters back from the primary output of the subcircuit to the primary inputs. During this transformation and gates may be converted to or gates and vice versa.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between each path in C and each path in the leaf-dag circuit.
Finally, the ENF expression itself is computed as follows. Each variable in an ENF expression is simply a primary input of C, such as i j , and has a label consisting of a set of gates denoting the path this input has taken to reach the output. The ENF for a primary input i j is simply i j . The intermediate ENF expression corresponding to the output of an and gate g with inputs a ; b is a sum-of-products expression over tagged literals, E g = a g b g . The expression E g is created by reducing the product to sum-of-products form using DeMorgan's laws and distributivity without making any Boolean reductions such as (a + a 1), (a + a a), (a a a) or (a a 0) . Similarly, the intermediate ENF expression corresponding to the output of an or gate h with inputs a ; b is a sum-of-products expression over tagged literals, E h = a h +b h . As before, no Boolean reductions are made in reducing E h to sum-of-products form.
In Figure 1 we show a circuit based on Figure 2 in This ENF has been derived using the rules for the and and or gates given above.
Generating the ENF of a multilevel circuit may require, in the worst case, time and space exponential in the number of inputs to the circuit; however, the primary motivation for using the ENF to describe the necessary and su cient conditions for testability is for clarity of explication and for the ease of proving, in Section 6.4, that synthesis procedures retain testability. ENF analysis is only used in proofs, it does not have to be explicitly calculated on each circuit.
As an aside, it is interesting to note that explicit ENF computation and analysis is possible for combinational circuits of signi cant size. These include virtually all multilevel circuits that have been synthesized from two-level representations (c.f. Section 8). Furthermore, the synthesis methodology of 7, 9] which is based on the theory developed here, only requires ENF computation and analysis for small subcircuits. Finally, it is worth noting that the size of the ENF does not correspond directly to the size of a circuit but is more strongly related to the number of paths in the circuit. Nevertheless, when a set of test patterns for delay-fault tests is not arrived at as a by-product of the synthesis process, we suggest the use of traditional automatic test-pattern generation methods (e.g. 12, 23]) and not the use of ENF analysis for arriving at the desired test-pattern set.
Conditions for Single-Output Functions
Armstrong developed the ENF to describe the conditions under which a single stuck-at fault is propagated from the input of a circuit to its outputs. In particular, he showed that a test for a literal l in an ENF expression, \sensitizes", in a way that will be made clearer below, the path in the original circuit.
Let us consider the ENF expression M above. The existence of literal a f1;4;6;8;9g in the cube a f1;4;6;8;9g c f2;3;4;6;8;9g b f7;8;9g indicates that a 1 is needed on primary input a to sensitize to a 1 the path from input a along a f1;4;6;8;9g . (If the cube contained a f1;4;6;8;9g , then a 0 would be needed to sensitize to a 1 the path from input a). In addition, to sensitize to a 1 the path a f1;4;6;8;9g , a non-controlling value is needed at the other input of gate 4 so we need a 1 on primary input c. This is re ected by the literal c f2;3;4;6;8;9g . Finally, we need a non-controlling value on the other input to gate 8 and this is re ected by the literal b f7;8;9g . A non-controlling value on the other input to gate 8 could also be accomplished by setting primary input d to a 0. This is re ected by the existence of literal d f7;8;9g in the cube a f1;4;6;8;9g c f2;3;4;6;8;9g d f7;8;9g . One way to sensitize a 1 along the path b f7;8;9g is re ected by the cube a f1;4;6;8;9g c f2;3;4;6;8;9g b f7;8;9g , i.e. by the partial assignment < a = 1; b = 0; c = 1 >. A vector may sensitize more than one path to a 1. This partial assignment is consistent with the partial assignment < a = 1; c = 1; d = 0 >. Thus the input vector < a = 1; b = 0; c = 1; d = 0; e = 0 > sensitizes to a 1 both the paths b f7;8;9g and d f7;8;9g .
Given a circuit C with ENF expression E, and a tagged literal l , the cube complex associated with l is the set of all cubes q such that l 2 q and there is no other tagged literal l 2 q. The reason for excluding cubes that contain more than one literal of the same variable with di erent tags in the cube complex is due to the fact that the paths corresponding to l and l should not both be sensitized by a test for , and will be elaborated on below.
ENF and Robust Path-Delay-Fault Testability
We wish to describe the conditions for single event sensitization in terms of ENF expressions. As we have seen, more than one path may be sensitized to a 1 by a vector, and to ensure that we have a single event sensitization on the pair < v 1 ; v 2 > we must make sure that only one path is event sensitized by the pair. To accomplish this all other side-inputs along must have the same values on both v 1 and v 2 . One thing that will help ensure this is that we will only change the value of a single variable in < v 1 ; v 2 > 31]. But simply changing only one variable will not be su cient: One particular type of cube in the ENF requires special attention. In the cube a f1;4;6;8;9g d f3;4;6;8;9g d f7;8;9g in the ENF expression M, the literal d appears twice. This indicates that the paths d f3;4;6;8;9g and d f7;8;9g beginning with primary input d are both sensitized to a 1 by the vector < a = 1; b = 1; c = 0; d = 0; e = 0 > and reconverge at gate 8. 1 An input assignment that sensitizes to a 0 the path corresponding to d as re ected in the cube a f1;4;6;8;9g d f3;4;6;8;9g d f7;8;9g is < a = 1; b = 1; c = 0; d = 1; e = 0 >. However, the vector sequence << a = 1; b = 1; c = 0; d = 0; e = 0 >; < a = 1; b = 1; c = 0; d = 1; e = 0 >> fails to single event sensitize a 1 ! 0 event at the output because whichever path, d f3;4;6;8;9g or d f7;8;9g , that presents a 0 to the input of gate 8 causes a 1 ! 0 event on the output of gate 8, and a delay on the 1 ! 0 transition on the other path will not be detected. Thus, in the selection of robust path-delay-fault tests for d f3;4;6;8;9g and d f7;8;9g , input assignments that sensitize paths as re ected in the cube a f1;4;6;8;9g d f3;4;6;8;9g d f7;8;9g must be ignored, and this is the motivation for the elimination of such cubes in the de nition of the cube complex associated with the tagged literal d f3;4;6;8;9g .
We now wish to build on our understanding of ENF expressions to develop necessary and su cient conditions for a multilevel circuit to be path-delay-fault testable in terms of its ENF representation.
Because of the one-to-many relationship between paths in the circuit C and cubes in the corresponding ENF E we cannot derive testability conditions for paths directly from the results of Section 4. Instead, we will provide a series of lemmas and theorems similar in structure to those provided for two-level circuits. Thus under the appropriate input delays, the cube q can evaluate to a 1. The cube q evaluates to a 1 exactly when some path in C is event sensitized. The cube q represents sensitization conditions for some set of paths including and none of these conditions depend on the the sensitization of since l is not in q. Since and are di erent paths that can be simultaneously event sensitized, we can always choose the delays in the circuit such that an event propagates along to the output before an event along . This means that the cube q can evaluate to a 1, and can temporarily control the output of the C, independent of , and therefore invalidate the test.
So far in our discussion of ENF expressions we have ignored cubes of the form b b c. Such cubes do not cover any vertices in the ON-set of a circuit and as a result they do not give information as to how a path can be sensitized to a 1. They are of no value in constructing a robust path-delay-fault test, but it is useful to explain how they can invalidate one. We now give a theorem describing necessary and su cient conditions for a multilevel single-output circuit to be robustly path-delay-fault testable. Thus the existence of these vertices is necessary for a robust delay-fault test to exist for .
Su ciency: To show that the existence of these vertices is su cient for a robust delay-fault test to exist for we simply show that these vertices, when applied as a vector pair, constitute a delay-fault test for . After applying v 1 and waiting an arbitrarily long amount of time the circuit output settles to a 0. When v 2 is applied it rst causes the input net associated with l to rise. As all the sensitization conditions for the propagation of the event (precisely the set M in Lemma 6.1) are contained in both vectors the event propagates to the output of C. The ENF of a circuit contains information about all the paths in a circuit, and hence given the ENF a two-valued logic su ces to generate a robust test for a path in an arbitrary multilevel circuit. On the other hand, path sensitization algorithms like those described in 23] use a 5-valued logic to e ciently generate robust tests directly from a multilevel circuit.
Synthesis Considerations
The restructuring of logic equations in multilevel logic optimizers like MIS 2] is performed using techniques such as cube extraction, kernel extraction and algebraic resubstitution. If a circuit C 0 is created from a circuit C by repeated application of these restructuring operations, then we call C 0 an algebraic factorization of C. a 1), (a + a a), (a a a) or (a a 0) . (as in the computation of the ENF). A multilevel circuit M is syntactically identical under attening to a two-level cover C if the cover produced after syntactically attening M, namely C 0 , is syntactically identical to C.
We now prove an important theorem that has applications to multilevel synthesis; we show that if a two-level circuit is completely and robustly path-delay-fault testable, then algebraic factorization retains complete path-delay-fault testability. Theorem 6.2 : Let C be a two-level multiple-output circuit that is completely robustly path-delayfault testable. Let A be a multi-level circuit resulting from an algebraic factorization of C. Then A is robustly path-delay-fault testable.
Proof: The key observation is that the ENF expression for A, E A is precisely C, with the addition of tags on the literals. This property of algebraic factorizations is called syntactic identity under attening in 14] and is described in detail there. As C is robustly path-delay-fault testable, E A obeys the su ciency requirements of Theorem 6.1. Thus A is robustly-path-delay fault testable.
For example, let C = abc+abd+abc+abd. The circuit C is robustly path-delay-fault testable. Let A = (ab+ab)(c+d). Given an ordering of the gates in the circuit associated with A, the ENF of A is E A = a f1;3;5g b f1;3;5g c f4;5g +a f1;3;5g b f1;3;5g d f4;5g +a f2;3;5g b f2;3;5g c f4;5g +a f2;3;5g b f2;3;5g d f4;5g . Ignoring the tags, E A is precisely the same expression as C and therefore A has the properties required by Theorem 6.1.
In the theorem above we have shown that algebraic factorization techniques retain robust pathdelay-fault testability, when two-level minimization techniques have produced an initially robustly path-delay-fault testable circuit. This means that practical application of the results of this paper is restricted to register-bounded combinational sub-circuits that can be attened to two levels and minimized. The applicability of this result depends on the types of designs and the design style. For instance random control structures which are naturally modeled as nite-state machines can typically be attened to two levels, while regular arithmetic and logical structures typically cannot. The direct application of these techniques to a particular design will depend on the predominance of register bounded control structures, such as in many telecommunications circuits 16], over arithmetic structures. Techniques for the synthesis of non-attenable regular structures, such as adders and comparators, are presented in 7].
Conditions for Multiple-Output Functions
The conditions in the previous section are easily generalized to multiple-output functions. We simply require that the conditions of Theorem 6.1 be satis ed for all the paths to each output in the network.
7 Gate-Delay-Fault Testable Circuits with Multilevel Logic Implementations
Introduction
We wish to extend the results of Section 5 to multilevel implementations and derive necessary and su cient conditions for a multilevel circuit to be robustly gate-delay-fault testable. The conditions for robustly detecting a gate-delay-fault in a multilevel circuit are much easier to achieve than for robustly detecting a path-delay-fault. As was pointed out in Lemma 5.2, to detect a gate-delay-fault it is su cient to detect a path delay fault for any path that goes through the gate. There is one more signi cant weakening of the conditions necessary for detection. For a path to be robustly tested it must be singly event sensitized; however, to robustly detect a gate-delay-fault it is not necessary that any single path through a gate be singly event sensitizable. This fault will be detected even if a number of events simultaneously propagate through the gate, because if a gate-delay-fault exists at the gate, each of these events will be delayed. We again use the ENF representation in our analysis.
The gate-cube-complex of a gate g, call it L g , in a circuit C with ENF E is de ned as the set of all cubes containing tagged literals associated with a path through g. More formally, L g = fq 2 E j (l 2 q)^(g 2 )g.
In the de nition of cube-complex associated with a tagged literal, given in Section 6.2, cubes such as a f1;4;6;8;9g d f3;4;6;8;9g d f7;8;9g were disquali ed from appearing in the complex. This was required by the fact that when < v 1 ; v 2 > is a robust test for a path-delay-fault on a 0 ! 1 transition, < v 2 ; v 1 > is also a robust test for the path on a 1 ! 0 transition. In the case of cubes of the form above, if we are checking for a 0 ! 1 transition along path d f3;4;6;8;9g , then we have two 0 ! 1 transitions at the inputs of the and gate 8, and the slower of these is passed through. However, if we are dealing with the reverse 1 ! 0 transition, then the faster of these transitions is passed through and the delay-fault test is invalidated. However, in the case of a gate-delay-fault, if we have converging transitions at the inputs to the faulty gate, a test < v 1 ; v 2 > and a fault corresponding to the 0 ! 1 primary output transition, then the transitions at the gate are all delayed. Similarly when we use a test < w 2 ; w 1 >, we are dealing with the fault corresponding to the 1 ! 0 primary output transition, and again we ensure that the transitions at the gate are all delayed.
Conditions for Single-Output Functions
The requirement that robust gate-delay-fault tests do not allow hazards, races and glitches gives the following condition.
Lemma 7.1 : Let C be a multilevel single-output circuit with ENF E. Let Proof: This can be proved by a similar argument to the one used in the proof of Lemma 6.1.
The introduction of a concept developed for the analysis of hazards in asynchronous circuits will aid in proving the following theorem. Given a vertex v 1 and a vertex v 2 we de ne the transition cube for this vector pair, call it x, as follows: Let S be the set of variables that change values from v 1 to v 2 . Let x = flj (l 2 v 2 )^(l; l 6 2 S)g, i.e. let x be the cube resulting from the elimination of all literals in S from v 2 . The cube x covers all the vertices in the N-cube that may be reached under arbitrary delays as the inputs change from v 1 to v 2 . We wish to nd two adjacent vertices in the subspace determined by x, such that one is in the ON-set of C and the other is in the OFF-set. The circuit values appearing on the inputs of C as the vector pair < w 1 ; w 2 > is applied may be visualized as a sequence of vertices forming a path in the Boolean N-space from vertex w 1 and vertex w 2 . Furthermore, this path is restricted to be in the subspace determined by the cube x. As vertex w 1 is in the OFF-set and vertex w 2 is in the ON-set, there exist adjacent vertices v 1 and v 2 at some point on the path such that v 1 is in the OFF-set and v 2 is in the ON-set. This may easily be proved by induction on the length of the path from w 1 to w 2 .
The argument above shows that it is necessary that there exist a vector pair < v 1 ; v 2 > which is distance-1 in some literal l and that v 2 is a relatively essential vertex of L g . We now wish to show that for each cube q such that q(v 2 ) = 1 there must exist one literal l in q that is tagged with a path that passes through g. In other words for each cube q 2 L g such that q(v 2 ) = 1, there is a literal l in q such that l is tagged with a path through g and it is the transition of l from 0 to 1 on < v 1 ; v 2 > that makes the cube q make the transition from 0 to 1.
Suppose that there exists a cube q with no such l . We know that the literal l must be in q otherwise q would not make the transition from 0 to 1, but by supposition the literal l 2 q is not tagged with such that g 2 but instead with some such that g is not in . In this case we could apply the vector sequence < w 1 ; w 2 > and under appropriate delays we could travel from w 1 to v 1 and from v 1 (through a primary input change in the variable associated with literal l) to v 2 . Now, q(v 1 ) = 0, q(v 2 ) = 1 and literal l causes the transition. But g is not in so when the vector pair < w 1 ; w 2 > is applied, under the appropriate input delays the path that is sensitized to a 1 does not propagate an event through gate g. But this would contradict the assertion that < w 1 ; w 2 > is a robust gate-delay-fault test for g. So there must exist such an l 2 q as in the theorem. ensures that neither ON-set cubes in E, nor cubes that cover no ON-set members can cause a glitch at the output masking the event. Thus if all transitions at g are delayed then the transition to a 1 at the output is delayed, and the pair < v 1 ; v 2 > is a robust gate-delay-fault test for g.
For example, consider a gate-delay-fault test for gate 8 in Figure 1 consisting of w 1 =< 1; 1; 0; 1; 0 > and w 2 =< 1; 0; 0; 0; 0 >. Then S = fb; dg and x = a c e. Under the appropriate delays any vertex in the subspace covered by a c e is reachable. This is a distance-2 test but we wish to nd a distance-1 test as in the theorem. We can choose any path from w 1 to w 2 that we like; one route is < 1 It is interesting to note that << 1; 1; 0; 1; 0 >; < 1; 1; 0; 0; 0 >> is not a robust path-delay-fault test because paths d f3;4;6;8;9g and d fd;7;8;9g are both sensitized to a 1, but as they both go through gate 8 they will both be delayed if gate 8 has a delay fault.
As mentioned previously, to avoid glitches at the output, we require that any robust gate-delayfault test pair < w 1 ; w 2 > be such that for every possible path in the Boolean N-space from w 1 to w 2 , the vertices encountered in the path change from being OFF-set vertices to ON-set vertices exactly once. It can be argued that glitches that propagate through the gate under test do not invalidate a test even if they appear the output. Relaxing the requirement above regarding the relationship between < w 1 ; w 2 >, and analyzing the nature of the delay-fault tests under this relaxed relationship bears further investigation. An example is the test pair w 1 =< 1; 1; 0; 1; 0 > and w 2 =< 1; 0; 0; 0; 0 >, for the circuit of Figure 1 . The conditions for robust gate-delay-fault testability are not exactly symmetric and the consid- Proof: Necessity: Suppose < w 2 ; w 1 > is a robust gate-delay-fault test for g on a 1 ! 0 output transition. The proof is very similar to that in Theorem 7.1 but having constructed the vector pair < v 2 ; v 1 > as in the proof of that theorem, we need to show why each q that covers v 2 here needs to be a member of L g (l) and not simply L g . Let q be a cube that covers v 2 . If we apply the vector pair < v 1 ; v 2 > then the cube q cannot make the transition from 0 to 1 until literal l makes the transition from 0 to 1. However, if we apply the vector pair < v 2 ; v 1 > then the cube q can make the transition from 1 to 0 as soon as any literal l 2 q makes the transition from 1 to 0. Thus, for each such q every tagged literal l associated with l in q must be tagged with a path such that passes through gate g. Therefore q 2 L g (l). Otherwise the proof is as in Theorem 7.2. Su ciency: After applying v 2 , the output of C settles to a 1. When the vector v 1 is applied the only paths that have a 1 ! 0 event are those that pass through g. The restriction that for every cube d in D there exists some literal m in both v 1 and v 2 such that d m (v 1 ) = 0 and d m (v 2 ) = 0 ensures that neither ON-set cubes in E, nor cubes that cover no ON-set members can cause a glitch at the output masking the event. Thus if all transitions at g are delayed then the transition to a 1 at the output is delayed, and the pair < v 2 ; v 1 > is a robust gate-delay-fault test for g.
Synthesis Considerations
We wish to construct a procedure which synthesizes a robust gate-delay-fault testable multilevel circuit from a robustly gate-delay-fault testable two-level circuit.
Because robust path-delay-fault testability was such a strong property, it was possible to retain it using unconstrained algebraic factorization. However, a constrained algebraic factorization procedure is required to retain gate-delay-fault testability in a multilevel circuit. This is analogous to the situation with single-stuck-at-fault testability and multi-stuck-at-fault testability. As is shown in 14], if a combinational circuit is multifault testable then this property is retained through unconstrained algebraic factorization. But, if the property of the initial circuit is weaker, such as the sequential single-stuck-at-fault testability, then a constrained algebraic factorization procedure is required 5] 8].
Consider the two-level circuit shown in Figure 2 (a). All four gates are robustly testable for gate delay faults. However, when the algebraic factor ab is extracted from the cube abc, the circuit is no longer robustly gate-delay-fault testable. The algebraically factored circuit is shown in Figure 2 (b). In this circuit, gate 7 is untestable. In the original circuit, the only path through gate 3 which was testable was that originating at literal c. Thus there is no way to test the new gate corresponding to the factor ab when it is extracted from the cube abc in the original cover. A constrained factorization would be required in order to preserve testability of the gate-delay-faults in the circuit. The essence of an algebraic factorization procedure that retains robust gate-delay-fault testability of the initial multilevel circuit is to ensure that in each cube of each factor (cube or kernel) there is at least one literal with the properties of literal l in Theorem 6.1. Of course if all literals in the initial two-level circuit have this property, as in the case of a robustly path-delay-fault testable two-level circuit, then no constraints are required. The theorem below gives a succinct su ciency condition for the retainment of gate-delay-fault testability, beginning from a two-level circuit where a path through each gate is robustly testable. Theorem 7.3 : Given a two-level network C, where at least one path through each and gate is robustly testable, let E C be the ENF of circuit C. Let A be a multilevel circuit resulting from an algebraic factorization of C, with ENF E A . If the tagged literals in E C , which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6.1 correspond to a set of tagged literals/paths in E A /A that pass through all the gates in A, then A is completely robustly gate-delay-fault testable.
Proof: By Theorem 6.2, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the literals of E A and E C .
Thus, if a tagged literal in E C satis es the conditions of Theorem 6.1, then the corresponding tagged literal in E A does also. Since the set of paths in A, that correspond to tagged literals in E A satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6.1, pass through all the gates in A, robustly testing these paths will robustly test all gate-delay-faults in A.
It is possible, as illustrated in Figure 2 , that the robustly testable paths in the two-level circuit do not produce corresponding paths which pass through all the gates after algebraic factorization. Constraints have to be imposed on cube and kernel extraction in order to ensure that this condition is satis ed.
Conditions for Multiple-Output Functions
For multiple-output functions, we simply require that any gate in the multilevel circuit be robustly testable at some output, because in the common model of gate-delay-faults it is assumed that the gate-delay-fault is su ciently catastrophic to produce a delay at every output. Using this observation Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 may easily be generalized.
Experimental Results
We present experimental results using an ENF-based program for analyzing the delay-fault testability of multilevel circuits, and preliminary experimental results obtained via algebraic factorization to retain robust path-delay-fault testability.
We chose several examples from the MCNC Benchmark set, whose statistics and path-delayfault testabilities under a two-level implementation are summarized in Table 1 . The testabilities for single-output minimized and multiple-output minimized two-level representations were determined using an ENF-based analysis program. While the single-output minimized covers are larger, they have signi cantly higher testabilities.
Multilevel logic circuits are of much greater utility. In Table 2 , we compare literal counts and path-delay-fault testabilities obtained using algebraic factorization and unconstrained multilevel logic optimization on the di erent examples. Unconstrained multilevel optimization implies that the initial two-level network was multiple-output minimized and Boolean factorization was used during logic optimization. Algebraic factorization was used on the circuits produced by the single-output minimization (Table 2) . A modi ed version of the program mis 2] was used in both cases. As can be seen, the literal counts are comparable, but signi cantly higher testabilities can be achieved via algebraic factorization. In several cases, the use of Boolean factorization in a heuristic logic optimization strategy adversely a ects literal counts. Of course, if one were unconcerned with testability issues, one would pick the best of the results produced by algebraic or Boolean factorization.
While the ENF-based path-delay-fault testability analysis program has a worst-case exponential time and space complexity, it can be used to analyze circuits of reasonable size, due to the fact that the ENF of an algebraically factored two-level circuit is the same size as the original two-level circuit.
More general and e cient synthesis procedures, based on the theory presented in this paper, that can be used for signi cantly larger circuits have been developed 7, 9]. These procedures have been used to synthesize non-attenable circuits, with over 5000 gates, to be completely robustly path-delay-fault testable.
Conclusions
In this paper we gave a comprehensive theoretical framework for the analysis and synthesis of delayfault testable combinational logic circuits. We have provided necessary and su cient conditions for robust delay-fault testability for gate-delay-faults and path-delay-faults in two-level circuits. We described these conditions using terminology common to two-level minimization and showed their relationship to properties produced by two-level minimizers. Using ENF analysis we were then able to develop necessary and su cient conditions for delay-fault testability in multilevel networks.
Where convenient we have dealt not only with the theoretical properties required for delay-fault testable circuits but also with the issues involved in synthesizing such delay-fault testable circuits. In particular we proved that algebraic factorization preserves the robust path-delay-fault testability of a two-level cover. While we feel that this body of theoretical work is in itself interesting for its contribution to the area of delay testing and for the insights it gives into properties of combinational logic circuits, we are especially excited by the potential for practical application of these results, and we have implemented procedures for synthesizing delay-fault testable circuits based on the theory developed in this paper 9].
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